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Passionist Constitutions (1984 edition):
CHAPTER II
COMMUNITY LIFE
25. Our Passionist vocation is a call to live the fullness of Christian love in an evangelical community.
We bear witness to our fidelity to Christ through the charity that makes us all one in mind and heart. "By
this love you have for one another, everyone will know that you are my disciples."34
On his death-bed Saint Paul of the Cross urged us his followers to remember this saying of our Savior
above everything else.35

26. The Christian community is founded on the love of Christ, who by His Cross, "tore down the wall of
separation" and made all one people.36
Since we are united in Christ, each one of us acknowledges with respect the dignity and equality of every
other member, whom we accept as a unique individual.
Considering others better than ourselves,37 we intend to help each of our brethren to develop his
individual personality and talents. We are aware that the Holy Spirit makes use of the brethren to manifest
Himself, and distributes His gifts among them as He sees fit, working in all of them.38 For this activity of the
Holy Spirit, we give thanks with gladness.
27. Community life flourishes when its members are careful to maintain and foster fraternal personal
relationships.
We therefore need to come together on a regular basis to discuss matters affecting our life in common.
Through our exchange of views and ideas in such meetings, we can come to see more clearly what it is that
God wants of us.
In the same atmosphere of sharing, we ought to examine both our community living and our own daily
lives taking as our standard the Gospel, our Constitutions, and the signs of the times. By this means, we shall
be able to help, encourage, and forgive each other.
Through these discussions, we can come to discover those forms and practices of community living that
will help us best to reach the goal of our religious lives. Each of us must consider it his duty to take part in
these discussions, and to accept the decisions that result and are confirmed by Superiors.
28. In our daily dealings with others, each must be treated as a brother in Christ, to whom thoughtful
consideration is shown.39
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Mutual esteem will encourage us to seek the companionship of our brethren, so that true and lasting
friendships may be fostered.
Respectful consideration for our fellow religious will lead us to observe the Constitutions, to be wellmannered in speech and behavior, to respect the times and places of religious silence, and to seek forms of
recreation helpful to the spirit of religious life.
Life in community will then be characterized by joy and peace.

29. All our communities are to show a special concern for the sick brethren,40 who share in the Passion of
Christ at a deeper and more personal level. Our love for them must be shown by our understanding,
attentiveness, and providing them with every possible care.

30. The community must show the same care for the aging,41 whose religious lives at this time must be made
rewarding and fruitful. Their special needs should be provided for, and less burdensome works of the
ministry made available to them. It should be remembered that the experience and wisdom they have gained
from years of community living offer encouragement to their brethren, especially the young.42
31. We shall always remember our deceased brethren with love and thankfulness. The acts of suffrage on
their behalf that have been decided by General or Provincial Authority will be faithfully and lovingly
observed.

32. Each local Community must strive to strengthen the bonds that unite it to the Congregation.
The whole Congregation is enriched by the lawful differences in lifestyle demanded by different cultures
and apostolates. The fundamental character of our Passionist vocation however, must always be observed.
Wider unity will be encouraged by frequent communication with other communities in the Province, and with
the brethren living in other places.
Such an experience of greater unity will lead to all becoming more aware of the burdens and problems
both of their own Province and of the Congregation in general.
Accordingly, by being better informed, we shall be more ready to supply personnel, material aid, and
other forms of practical help for those areas of the Congregation where such needs exist. General and
Provincial regulations, however, must always be observed.

33. Christ loved everyone without exception. He prayed for all,43 and laid down His life in sacrifice for all.44
This universal love should be the very breath of our community life. All our local communities are essentially
related to the wider communities of the Church, which exists in this world, living and acting in it.45 Our
communities share in varying degrees in the life, aims, and problems of these other groups.

34. Each community forms part of the local Church where it is situated. We must therefore understand the
problems of the local Church, cooperating on a practical level with the local Ordinary and those who are
working for the People of God.
Zeal for the apostolate will lead the community to give a hearty welcome to those who may wish to share
its life for a time.
With this in view, our houses should be made available to such guests, always preserving what makes for
good order, in accordance with the directives of Provincial Authority.
The Major Superiors will designate those parts of the religious house that are subject to enclosure. This
always includes the rooms of the religious and the adjoining corridors.

35. We form a part of human society, and cannot distance ourselves from the people among whom we live.
Each community therefore must consider whether it is relating in a Christian manner to the wider community
of the area.
In deciding the times for its various religious exercises, the community should take local practices into
consideration, so that religious may be available for the service of the people.
To be the leaven and the salt of the earth, as our Savior requires,46 the community must preserve its own
Passionist identity.
36. The parents of our religious are the community's greatest benefactors. They should be treated with honor
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and warm-hearted consideration, and visited as circumstances permit and the rules of the Congregation
allow. The same thoughtful courtesy should be extended in due measure to other relatives, friends, and
benefactors.

CHAPTER IV
APOSTOLIC COMMUNITY

Community Dimension of our Apostolate
67. Our involvement in the apostolate flows directly from our life in community. Since we have been called to
serve the Church in and through community, we should have special concern for those forms of the apostolate
that are enriched by, and in turn nourish, community life.
Our apostolic commitments must therefore allow us to belong to a community, and to be involved in its
external ministry. This provides mutual fraternal support and contributes to effective pastoral activity.
68. The apostolic aims and initiatives of the Congregation must be pursued by all, according to the diverse
talents with which God has enriched its members.89 We have to be generous in recognizing the gifts of every
member of the community, and esteem and encourage the apostolic service undertaken for the Church and
for the benefit of others.
All the religious should be given suitable opportunities to make use of their various gifts in the many
different apostolic works that the Congregation carries out for the welfare of the Church.

69. Conscious of being part of the wider world-community, we recognize the need to collaborate responsibly
with people of good will everywhere in pursuing all that is true, noble and just,90 bearing in mind the present
needs of the Church and the world, our special mission in the Church, and the particular gifts of our religious.

Passionist Regulations (1984 edition):
Chapter II

The Requirements for Community Life

8. The responsibility for creating a satisfactory community life rests primarily upon the local community
itself. Keeping alive and guiding this responsibility, as well as preserving the common life, is the duty of the
local superior. He must also lead his brethren in solving the problems that inevitably arise from the many
and complex elements of community living.

The pattern of community living requires consideration of the qualities of individual members, their apostolic
commitments, the directives of authority, and the circumstances of local culture.

9. To hear the voice of God in our lives necessarily demands an internal as well as an external silence.
Accordingly times and places of silence in our houses are indispensable. Only thus will be fostered that
atmosphere of peaceful recollection in which our religious can pray, study, and work.

10. The quality of community life will improve when religious try to solve the problems that arise when
brethren live in common. Such difficulties come from the many and various views held, from the balance to
be maintained between the needs of the individual and those of the community, and from the rapid rate of
change in social and cultural matters, making certain forms of community life extremely difficult. Each
Province will therefore eek to solve these problems.
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11. All the religious of the community should be glad to receive visits from our brethren. Such visitors should
be given a brotherly welcome, and as far as possible their wants and needs attended to.
12. All guests should be shown a genuine hospitality, marked by respect, simple and sincere charity, and
attentive consideration. Each religious should deem it a privilege to show hospitality personally, and make
himself available; this is not a duty exclusive to the Superior or to one particular member of the community.
The religious who receive or look after guests represent the entire community.
13. Some persons may wish to share our life for a certain length of time or to live in our communities.
Provincial Authority will provide guidelines to help our religious in this matter.

14. The community should carefully consider to what extent its facilities can be made available to those who
may need them. The Passionist identity and the particular character of the house, however, must always be
safeguarded, and the norms followed that have been established by Provincial Authority.

15. Our desire to be open to people must be counterbalanced with our concern for that privacy necessary for
good order and for maintaining the contemplative aspect of our Passionist life. Only the Superior, whether
Major or local, can dispense enclosure for just and reasonable motives in each individual case. Superiors
should be watchful to safeguard the privacy of our religious in all the houses of the Congregation.
Masses and Suffrages…. (various responsibilities listed)

Chapter III

Our Community at Prayer
22. The community celebration of Mass should be given special attentions, for it is the very center of
community life, and should be observed it at all possible every day.

Unless prevented by pastoral duties or other lawful reasons, therefore, all members of the community should
take part in this Mass in order to foster and strengthen brotherly unity.

23. In conformity with the directives of Provincial Authority, the local Superior with the consent of the local
Chapter: (a) will arrange for the celebration in common of the Liturgy of the Hours, taking into account
community circumstances and local conditions. As far as possible, this celebration should be especially
solemn on feast-days of the Church and Congregation; (b) will establish the most suitable times and ways of
expressing together adoration of the Eucharistic presence of Christ, the memory of Jesus in the mystery of his
Passion, and devotion to Mary, the Virgin Mother of God; (c) will provide opportune means for all the
religious, either individually or communally, to devote sufficient time to spiritual reading (lectio divina).
24. In the daily horarium of every community a time for meditation should be assigned. Provincial Authority
may decide whether the community should make meditation in common.
25. During the course of the year, each Province will provide periods of spiritual renewal for all its religious
so that their consecration to God may be renewed and strengthened.

Particularly recommended, moreover, are annual retreats, monthly days of recollection, community days, and
sessions of sharing, as well as other practices that would help to develop religious and Passionist life.
26. A house in which the contemplative aspect of our Passionist life is fostered with greater intensity has
great value for the whole Congregation. Such a house or houses may be established by a Province or group of
Provinces, and should be effectively incorporated with the other communities of the Province. The sphere of
apostolic activity in such houses should be clearly defined.
27. The Superior should exercise a pastoral ministry towards the members of his own community. He does
this in several ways, among them preaching, preparation of liturgical feasts, commentaries on the Sacred
Scriptures, and celebration of votive Masses and Offices, particularly of the Passion.
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General Superior’s Report to 2018 General Chapter (September 2018):
4. Community Life
This is an area of our life that continues to pose many challenges.
Partly the difficulty lies in our understanding (or mis-understanding)
of the nature and purpose of the community dimension of religious life
from which flows our expectations of community life.

Our Constitutions #25 states that: “Our Passionist vocation is a call
to live the fullness of Christian love in an evangelical community.” It
is clear that our community life is our first apostolate and must be
inspired by, give witness to and reflect the values of the Gospel. However,
in many instances, this is far from the reality. In fact, often our
community life is about bodies in a dwelling and we fail to give sufficient
attention to the purpose and meaning of our living together.
Our Constitutions reminds us that: “Saint Paul of the Cross gathered
companions to live together and to proclaim the Gospel of Christ
to all.” We do not live under the same roof as lone individuals in order
to do our own thing, or to promote our own ideas, or to follow our own
dreams. Rather, we are to live together with all that entails. This
involves building and cultivating sincere fraternal relationships with
the others, including those with different opinions and who see things
differently to me. Living together and growing in relationships demand
sacrifice, tolerance, patience, understanding, forgiveness and
reconciliation. And then, we are to proclaim the Gospel of Christ
which is about developing our relationship with God (Christ), demanding
prayer, reflection, spiritual reading, study, and ministries in
service to others.
There are many houses in which the religious rarely meet to discuss
and make plans about our life and mission in that place. Why are we
here? What are we doing? Are we responding charismatically and in
a relevant manner to the real needs of the area where we are in mission?
Or do we just keep on doing what we always have done? (Note
the inter-relationship between our community life and mission.) We
need to be reminded that: “the Local Community has the freedom it
needs to develop its life and mission in its own area in accordance with
the principle of subsidiarity.” (Const. 121)
What is the witness-value of a life in common? What is it that we are
witnessing to? Why a common life in any case? Can I be a Passionist
and live alone? These are questions which we must tackle together. In
fact, there are some Passionists living alone who perhaps offer a more
genuine witness of the Gospel values and the evangelical counsels. So,
why call them back into a community where there is a contrary witness
and where they find no nourishment? I am not proposing the solitary
life for Passionists, but merely challenging us about our community
life. As we know, this is often the case also for young men in formation
who move out from the structured community/fraternal life of
the formation house to another house where everything they were instructed
to be important values are de-constructed, leaving them confused,
disillusioned and question the meaning of their vocation.
There is no doubt today that we come from the experience of a world
where we are influenced by and tempted towards individualism and
self-seeking tendencies. This is contrary to our chosen vocation and it
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places great challenges on our profession to live by the evangelical
counsels: poverty, chastity and obedience – the essence of which is
about considering others, self-giving, sacrifice, simplicity of lifestyle,
sharing, availability for service, hospitality and the call to inclusive
love. Naturally, these values do not cater for our comfort and ease,
but they do draw and allow us to live by our consecration and give
witness to the Cross and Passion of Jesus. In this way the vows are
not just juridical requirements which is measured by whether we keep
them or break them. Rather, the vows are evangelical counsels
(Gospel imperatives) which lays before us a pathway that makes us
free to love.
Naturally, community life does not exist without persons – wherein
lies great challenges. There are difficulties we face of living with individuals
who are different to me and with whom I did not choose to
live. This is further compounded today in our Congregation by the
challenge of diversity and the fear of difference as a result of our ‘internationality’:
multi-ethnic and multi-cultural living. We must make
efforts here to understand, accept and tolerate others and guard
against judgements, prejudice and distancing. Rather than find ways
to opt-out or not get involved, it is important to work through these
challenges, strive for unity, and recognise the possibilities for richness
and blessings because of diversity.
Other challenges in community life which we find difficult to address
and so choose to live with are: personal conflicts and past unreconciled
hurts among one another. This is very real in many communities, but
which are not addressed, either because we find it too confrontational
or we don’t know how to tackle the issues. Meanwhile, these conflictive
areas have a toxic effect on the life of the community and creates
a distance, rather than a communion of persons. When these difficulties
are not faced, instead of giving witness of a Christian community,
a contrary witness is generated creating an environment that is
painful, joyless and hypocritical – even leading some members to either
become sarcastic and negative, or opting out altogether, i.e. leaving
or requesting exclaustration. Conflict-resolution and working for
reconciliation is a real challenge and need in many parts of the Congregation,
but in fact with the least attention and time devoted to it.
It is easier to pretend “all is fine” and continue living in destructive
environments than work for reconciliation, renewal and change.
It is worth listening to this advice from Pope Francis about the fraternal
life in community:
“This must be nurtured through prayer in the community,
prayerful reading of the Word, active participation in the
sacraments of the Eucharist and Reconciliation, fraternal
dialogue and sincere communication between all members,
fraternal correction, mercy towards the brother or sister
who sins, and the sharing of responsibilities. All this must
be accompanied by an eloquent and joyful witness of simple
life alongside the poor and by a mission that favours
the existential peripheries. The renewal of fraternal life is
essential for the result of vocational pastoral care, being
able to say "Come and you will see" (cf. John, 1:39), and for
the perseverance of brothers and sisters, both young and
less young. Because, when a brother or a sister does not find
support for consecrated life within the community, he or
she will seek it elsewhere, with all that this entails.”
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I would like to emphasise here two points from our Constitutions
which I believe needs greater reflection and action:
a) “The Local Community is the living cell on which depends the vitality
of the entire Congregation.” (Const. 119) This is an awesome responsibility
which every local community needs to consider and assume.
The responsibility pertains to each and every member of the
community: “Each individual member has the right and duty to
take part in all the steps involved in making decisions; his role
should never be one of merely passive acquiescence.”
b) The critical role and figure of the (Local) Superior who is to be:
encouraging, inviting the involvement and contribution of the
members, listening, servant, guide, respectful of every member,
kind and considerate, gentle, firm, consistent, pastor, animator (cf.
Const. 119, 120). This role needs serious attention and formation –
especially in the newer and younger parts of the Congregation. It
is important that Superiors not view their role as managers of a
company but work to create a sense of brotherhood and fraternity
in community united in a common life and mission. As Pope Francis
said: “The fraternal community has enormous power to call people
together. The illnesses of the community, on the other hand, have
power that destroys.”
I propose that this Chapter consider the issues of Community
Life and the Service of Authority as priorities to address.

Provincial Superior’s Letter / Visit to the Province (Spring 2016):

REFLECTING UPON OUR PASSIONIST COMMUNITY LIFE

OUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE LARGER CHURCH
Goals:
•
•
•

To balance the prophetic role of our Passionist life with fidelity to the
pastoral needs of the Church.
To celebrate Eucharist in a fashion consistent with the liturgical pastoral
practices.
To ensure that our teaching and preaching is reflective of the pastoral
needs of the People of God.

Questions for evaluation:
1. How do our ministries help to build up the mission of the larger Church
while remaining faithful to the demands of our Passionist charism?
2. In what ways are our witness and manner of living “prophetic” in the
world?
a. In what positive and meaningful ways does our manner of living differ from the rest of
the world's ways?
b. What would an outsider find inspiring about our ministries or manner of living?
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c. What aspects of our Passionist life are truly and visibly radical in their attempts to live
the Gospels?
3. Does our initial and ongoing formation include reading and reflection on the Church's documents
on the role of religious life in the Church?
4. Do our communications with our publics make explicit how our Passionist community and our
ministries relate to the mission and identity of the larger Church and its pastoral needs?
5. Are members of our community engaged in ministries or pastoral practices that are consistent
with the Gospel of Jesus Christ and needs of His People?
Action:
•
•
•

Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to make our communications with people
outside more explicit about how our Passionist community relates to the larger mission and
identity of the larger Church.
Name two or three initiatives that would make more explicit to ourselves and others how our
particular Passionist life is vital to the life of the Church in our current times.
Name one or two initiatives our community might adopt to make our witness as Passionist men
truly and visibly prophetic in the life of the Church in our times.

CHARISM
Goals:
• To have a clearly articulated and shared sense of our Passionist
charism.
• To live and witness to the charism in practices that distinguish the
community from other forms of religious life and other vocations in the
Church.
• To ensure an effective and inspirational formation into the charism as
part of initial and ongoing formation.
• To refer continuously to the charism in the community's discernment
of ministries, lifestyle, and spiritual / religious life.
Questions for evaluation:
1. What is the charism of our Passionist Congregation?
a. Is there a shared vision of our charism within our

Congregation?
b. Would every community member be able to answer the following question in the same
way:
What is the particular charism of our Passionist Congregation?
2. Is this charism reflected in the community life of our members in Holy Cross Province?
a. How is this charism incorporated in our everyday life of the Province? In other words,
what are the concrete ways we live out our charism?
b. In what ways is our current manner of Passionist life particularly faithful to our charism?
c. Name some additional specific ways our community might more closely live out our
charism in an everyday manner of living.
3. How effective are we in teaching this charism to new members?
a. What are the specific means of communicating our charism to new members?
b. Who specifically is in charge of passing down this charism to new members?
4. How effective are we in continuing to form professed members in our particular charism?
a. How do the professed members continue to study the charism as a form of religious
renewal?
b. Whose responsibility is it to ensure the ongoing formation of members in the charism?
How can it be done more effectively?
c. Is the question of our community's charism regularly considered when discussing
important community decisions (i.e., regarding ministries, lifestyle, buying and selling of
assets, involvement in the local civic community, etc.)?
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5. How clearly and accurately is our charism represented and communicated in our vocation
materials?
a. Would the majority of our members agree with the way our charism is communicated in
our vocation materials? Why, or why not?
b. Is it clear in our materials and social media what contributions a young person can make
to the Church by being a member of our community that he cannot make in any other
form of religious life or vocation in the Church?
6. How does our Passionist charism continue to be relevant to the needs of the Church in current
times?
a. Do our ministries serve the current needs of the Church and have a foundation in our
charism?
Action:
•
•
•

Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to more
effectively live out our charism.
Name two or three initiatives that would require more effort
or adjustment to more closely live out the Passionist
charism of our community.
Name two bold or prophetic steps the community might
take to more radically live out the Passionist charism of the
Congregation.

COMMUNITY
Goals:
•
•
•
•

To focus on the priority of communal living as evident in prayer, meals, recreation, dialogues,
shared community responsibilities, and living situations.
To provide avenues for support, inspiration, encouragement, and accountability from other
members.
To encourage regular attendance at community prayer, meals, community meetings, etc.
To encourage the availability and accessibility of superior to the members.

Questions for evaluation:
1. To encourage the presence and participation of community members, does each community have
an annual community calendar that includes the schedule for common prayer, meals, and
community exercises, as well as the celebration of proper religious feasts and civic holidays?
2. How do we best encourage members to be present for:
a. Common prayer?
b. Common meals?
c. Community meetings and other gatherings?
d. Community retreats?
3. Is there age and/or cultural diversity in most of our
Passionist houses?
4. How do we best balance ministry obligations with
community life?
5. What are the structures of personal support in our
community (e.g., common recreation and prayer,
regular community meetings, ongoing formation
programs, clearly established systems of expressing
grievance, clear channels of communication,
province gatherings etc.)?
a. Are these effective in building up
individuals within the life of the
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6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

community?
b. Are these effective for the general good health of the community?
c. Do any of our current systems of support need adjustment? Are there other systems of
support that would be helpful?
Do we encourage one another’s overall health and wellness? Do members regularly benefit by a
“Wellness Review”?
Are there clear systems for accountability in our community?
a. How do we encourage members to attend prayer, meals, and other community exercises?
b. Who is responsible for addressing an individual whose behaviors are inappropriate or
harmful to community life?
c. Are these systems of accountability and support effective?
Do we have many members living on the margins of the community (i.e., not participating in the
daily life of the community, or living outside of the community structures)? How do we
consciously welcome them?
How are the superiors of the community present and accessible to the members of the
community?
How is authority exercised in local community, especially when it has fewer members?

Action:
• Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to strengthen the common life of our Province.
• Name two or three initiatives that would require more effort or adjustment to strengthen the
common life of our Province.
• Name two bold or prophetic steps the community might take to strengthen the common life of our
Province.

SPIRITUAL LIFE & PRAYER
Goals:
• To emphasize the priority placed on the spiritual and prayer life of
the community and the individual.
• To encourage and support individual prayer and a healthy
relationship to Jesus Crucified.
• To celebrate a style of liturgy within the community that is both
reflective of the Church's pastoral practice and is consistent with the
Passionist charism of the Congregation.
• To demonstrate an ongoing commitment to the theological and
spiritual development of members.
• To deepen the witness of prayer and devotion by all members of
the community.

Questions for evaluation:
1. Do we have established and reasonable times for prayer in common (Liturgy of the Hours and
Eucharist)?
2. Do we have ways to encourage community expectations regarding attendance at prayer?
3. Is our approach to our prayer life balanced over other ministerial obligations and/or social
opportunities?
a. Is there the opportunity for shared prayer or openness to a creative experience in the
prayer life of the community, including devotional prayer?
b. Does the community schedule include or allow set times for private prayer?
4. Do we allot adequate resources for the inspiration and growth of the liturgical life of the
community?
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5.
6.
7.

8.

a. Do we devote adequate resources to enhance the liturgy with quality preparation and
music?
b. Is there creative consideration of texts, translations, and music selected for the liturgy?
How are Sacraments of Reconciliation and Anointing of the Sick incorporated into the common
life of our community (e.g., Penance services, Anointing services, etc.)?
How do we cultivate an atmosphere of quiet and recollection within the community?
Are adequate resources and encouragement provided for the continuing theological and spiritual
education and development of members?
a. Do community members generally avail themselves to spiritual direction?
b. Does the community provide an annual retreat?
c. Are opportunities available for continued theological education?
d. Do we provide or attend occasional spiritual conferences?
Do we have opportunities for shared theological reflection on the religious and Church life within
our community?

Action:
•
•
•

Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to strengthen
the prayer and spiritual life of our Province.
Name two or three initiatives that would encourage more effort
or adjustment to strengthen the spiritual life of our Passionist
communities.
Name two bold or prophetic steps the community might take to
strengthen the spiritual or prayer life of our Passionist
communities.

MINISTRY
Goals:
•
•
•
•
•

To promote an appropriate balance of ministry in the life of the Passionist Community.
To strive for a set of ministries that is appropriate for the size, age, and resources of the
community.
To support ministries that contribute to the mission of the Church and are both prophetic and
consistent with our Passionist charism.
To promote communal ministries that allow members to minister together.
To creatively promote ministries sponsored by the community.

Questions for Evaluation:
1. Do our ministries or apostolates serve the mission of the Church while remaining faithful to our
Passionist charism?
2. Do our ministries allow members to be present for liturgy and community activities?
3. Are the current number and type of ministries of our community appropriate for the current size
and age of our community? Will the number and type of our ministries continue to be appropriate
for the size and age of our community in the next 10 or 20 years?
4. How do we encourage community members actively engaged in ministries to
participate in community exercises (i.e., meals, prayer, meetings and
celebrations)?
5. Do we encourage our members to minister together? Do our ministries allow
community members to minister together?
Action:
•
•

Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to strengthen the value and
place of ministry in the life of our Province.
Name two or three initiatives that would encourage more effort or adjustment
to strengthen the value and place of ministry in the life of our Province.
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•

Name two bold or prophetic steps the community might take to strengthen the value and place of
ministry in the life of our Province.

PREPARATION FOR CELIBATE CHASTITY
Goals:
•
•
•
•
•

To establish a strong formation in celibate chastity, including human sexuality and emotional
maturity.
To teach the theology of celibacy and chastity to all members, especially those in formation.
To assist men in formation in understanding and evaluating their motives for choosing a life of
celibate chastity.
To help build skills for effective, healthy, and life-giving celibate living'
To foster perseverance and growth in consecrated chastity.

Questions for evaluation:
1. What is our program for initial formation in celibate chastity?
2. What is our program for ongoing formation in the area of celibate chastity?
3. Do members who are finally professed within the past 10 years have adequate support for dealing
with loneliness and challenges to celibate chastity?
a. Are they continuing in spiritual direction?
b. Do they have regular contact with superiors and other members of the community close
to their age?
Action:
•
•

•

Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to
strengthen our initial and ongoing formation for
chaste celibacy in the Province.
Name two or three initiatives that would require
more effort or adjustment to strengthen our initial
and ongoing formation for chaste celibacy in the
Province.
Name two bold or prophetic steps the community
might take to strengthen our initial and ongoing
formation for chaste celibacy in the Province.

PRACTICALITIES
Goals:
•
•
•

To be good stewards of our resources
To live the spirit and directives of our Constitutions and Regulations
To foster communication among ourselves and with our publics

Questions for evaluation:
1. A community calendar of events?
2. The use of the covenant process?
3. Job descriptions for community leadership,
employees; an updated Employee Handbook?
4. Stewardship of community resources (finances,
facilities, personnel, reputation)? Regular reports
provided to the community?
5. Maintain the various community record books?
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6. Regular review of Province policies:
a. Regarding sexual misconduct / Code of Conduct with Minors
b. Health Care Plan
c. Driver’s Policy
d. Digital Media Policy
7. Fostering relationships to the local Church, laity, civic community?
8. Fostering communication within the community, and with outside entities?
Action:
•
•
•

Name two or three easily implemented initiatives to address these practical issues in our local
communities.
Name two or three initiatives that would require more effort or adjustment to address these
practical issues of local community life.
Name two bold or prophetic steps the community might take to address these practical issues of
local community life.

From the “Handbook for Local Superiors” of the A.L.S. (May 2014 edition):
Selections from our Passionist “Constitutions” & “Regulations”:
The Local Superior

1.
The Superior is brother to all. In their dealings with him, the religious are to be open and
spontaneous, recognizing that the Lord has given him a duty of special responsibility which they are to accept
in a spirit of faith. As guide to form his community at all times, the Superior seeks and listens to their views in
a frank exchange marked by respect and charity, remembering that all together we are striving to ascertain
and fulfill what the Father wants of us.
The Superior always has the responsibility of making the final decision, in conformity with our
“Constitutions” and for the common and individual good.
In exercising the authority belonging to his office, he animates and guides the community in an
atmosphere of mutual confidence and collaboration. (Const., #23)
2.
Community life flourishes when its members are careful to maintain and foster fraternal personal
relationships.
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We therefore need to come together on a regular basis to discuss matters affecting our life in
common. Through our exchange of views and ideas in such meetings, we can come to see more clearly what
it is that God wants of us.
In the same atmosphere of sharing, we ought to examine both our community living and our own
daily lives, taking as our standard the Gospel, our Constitutions, and the signs of the times. By this means, we
shall be able to help, encourage, and forgive each other.
Through these discussions, we can come to discover those forms and practices of community living
that will help us best to reach the goal of our religious lives. Each of us must consider it his duty to take part
in these discussions, and to accept the decisions that result and are confirmed by Superiors. (Const., #27)
3.
A local Community consists of at least three religious who live under the authority of a Superior in a
religious house established according to the norms of common and particular law. (Const., #103d)

4.
Permission to preach to the religious in our churches or oratories is required from the Major or local
Superior. (Const., #117)

5.
The local Community is the living cell on which depends the vitality of the entire Congregation. Here
each Passionist lives in a group united in brotherhood, each aware of his human dignity as a son of God, and
each ready to respond to the lawful demands of co-responsibility. Each individual member has the right and
duty to take part in all the steps involved in making decisions; his role should never be one of merely passive
acquiescence.
The Superior must give the kind of leadership that will encourage his brethren to bring an active and
responsible obedience to the offices they shoulder and the activities they undertake. Therefore, a Superior
should listen willingly to the religious and encourage them to make a personal contribution to the welfare of
the community and of the Church. Not to be weakened, however, is the Superior’s authority to decide what
must be done and to require the doing of it. (Const., #119)

6.
The religious who has been designated as Superior is not thereby set above or apart from his
community. He is one with his brethren. He has to realize that on the Superior depends to a large extent the
well-being of the local Community, among whom he ought to see himself as one who serves. He therefore
exercises his authority in a spirit of service for the brethren and manifests thereby the charity with which God
loves them.
The Superior must guide and direct his brethren with genuine respect for their human personality, so
that each may feel he is regarded with kindly consideration. He should unite gentleness with firmness and
consistency.
In his service to the brethren, he has to be both pastor and animator. As pastor, he must always take
pains to gather together God’s family in one living brotherhood, and to lead them through Christ and in the
Holy Spirit towards our Father in heaven. As animator, he must foster those projects and courses of action
that will bring his brethren to become an even closer community of life, prayer, and apostolate. (Const.,
#120)

2007 Holy Cross Province “Strategic Plan”
Chapter 2:
Report of the Committee on Community Life
Introduction
Background Documentation Regarding “Community Life”
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Passionist Constitutions:
Paragraph 1:
“St. Paul of the Cross gathered companions to live together and to proclaim the Gospel of
Christ to all.”
…companions…to live together…to proclaim the Gospel…
Paragraph 25:

“Our Passionist vocation is a call to live the fullness of Christian love in an evangelical
community.”
…a call…fullness of Christian love…evangelical…

Paragraph 119: “The local Community is the living cell on which depends the vitality of the entire
Congregation. Here each Passionist lives in a group united in brotherhood, each aware of his
human dignity as a son of God, and each ready to respond to the lawful demands of coresponsibility.”
…living cell…vitality…united…dignity…co-responsibility
1999 Holy Cross Province Provincial Chapter Document:
““New Directions”
The fire of the Spirit challenges us, members and leaders, for the next four
years:
 To reflect upon and deepen the relationship between lay and vowed
membership;
 To call people of all cultures to Passionist life with renewed efforts toward
vowed membership;
 To reflect upon the meaning of vowed life as Passionists;
 To intensify efforts at deepening the quality of relational life among the vowed members of local
communities;
 To develop leadership that energizes our Passionist presence in the world;
 To explore more effective ways of collaborating in ministry with lay persons;
 To maintain and create forms of ministry responsive to the crucified of today.”

Strategic Planning “Mandate” (June 27, 2005):
“Community Life. This Committee will review and recommend aspects of Passionist life that are related to
the vowed community, such as forms and vitality of life in community, spirituality, initial and ongoing
formation, vocation ministry, residential facilities and relationships with senior members, Passionist
Partners, neighboring communities and those we serve.”
Current Reality of Our Community

Holy Cross Province (stateside) is made up of eleven diverse communities of vowed members --- Chicago
(Harlem: Immaculate Conception and Daneo Hall, St. Vincent Strambi), Detroit, Louisville, Birmingham,
Orlando, Houston, San Antonio, Sierra Madre, Citrus Heights --- each with an adjunct community of nonvowed / lay members (i.e., CPP, benefactors, employees, friends). Each community has its distinctive style of
prayer, study, fraternity and dialogue. Four communities are at or near Retreat Centers, three communities
are at or near four parishes --- all have varying degrees of relationship with the local communities. All
communities are diverse in their ministries, involving themselves in the local Church and civic communities,
as well as the larger Church. A very small number of our members are formally assigned to Chicago’s Daneo
Hall for assisted living care. Most of our members are actively involved in administration (internal),
chaplaincies, education, formation (internal), itinerant preaching, Retreat Center ministry, and Parish
ministry. Some eight vowed members are on special assignment outside of local communities.

There is a keen awareness of the aging within our vowed membership, the diminishment of vowed personnel,
the aging of our facilities --- and resulting concern about its impact upon our future. Some vowed members
are “resigned” to these facts and see them as portending the inevitable death of the Province. Some express
“fear” about the future and wonder whether we are really dying as a Congregation. The majority are positive
in varying ways, and hold that our death is a secondary question, that the more important question is the
quality of Passionist life we are living in the present. These combined realities emphasize the fact that
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financial income for vowed Province membership is diminishing rapidly, and the costs of living and
maintaining our facilities are increasing. Looming over all this is the awareness of the clergy sexual abuse law
cases and their current and potential impact on Province life and finances.

Two realities give us hope as well as challenge. First, after a long period of drought, we are blessed with the
reality of new members joining our communities and ministries, and the promise that this growth will
continue. This has likewise fostered a stirring of interest and involvement in recruiting and initial formation,
with three formation communities (Citrus Heights, Houston, St. Vincent Strambi). The second reality is the
growing number of covenanted and non-covenanted lay members joining us for our mission -- both a source
of encouragement and apprehension for some vowed members. The question being asked -- by vowed and
lay, covenanted and non-covenanted members -- is how the lay members and vowed members enter into the
lives of one another. Building upon our rich Passionist heritage, with deep faith and trust, and openness of
heart and manner, we continue to meet the challenges and brace for the occasional storm.
Factors Driving Change: What Needs to Change and Why?

Holy Cross Province is aware of its diversity in age, experience, ideologies, spirituality, cultural backgrounds,
gifts and talents. It is imperative that we encourage theological and spiritual diversity as we embrace our
mission in the Church. Our prayer life and faith sharing need to be encouraged, along with the development
of a creation-centered prayer style. The Province must continue to embrace such challenges as the
developing relationships and forms of collaboration with the laity, and the incorporation of the multi-cultural
and multi-ideological traditions represented in our extended Passionist family. Likewise, the broader
challenges of the world-wide movements of globalization, immigration, and reconciliation cry out to us for
both our attention and involvement, in our community life as well as in our ministries.

Some in our midst are discerning the gift of God represented in the younger ethnically diverse candidates and
laity being drawn to the Passionist charism. With an average age over seventy (70) we need creative
activities to help form us in faith-filled, renewed, and realistic attitudes toward aging, retirement, and death –
as it leads to Life. Because of aging and rather pronounced diminishment of vowed personnel, a number of
communities are quickly moving from being financially self-supporting to being subsidized. The cumulative
effect of this aging and diminishment on Province life (personnel, finances, property management,
investments, etc.) needs to be factored into all our planning. Province financial stability is necessary so that
we can both meet the needs of our membership and carry forth our mission faithfully and responsibly.
Holy Cross Province has to answer the complex question of whether or not we can support ten separate
communities. This raises the viability question for each community from the perspectives of
1) Passionist Charism
2) Passionist Mission
3) Quality of Life: prayer, dialogue, mutual support, public witness, hospitality
4) Vowed and lay personnel
5) Relation to the local religious and civic environment
6) Fiscal responsibility, stewardship
7) Leadership
8) Social Justice

A formal professional study of our facilities was conducted in early 2006, and the data that surfaced will
provide better criteria for evaluating each facility and the state of the Province at large. Alternate uses for all
our facilities need to be explored [e.g., (a) Chicago-Harlem as a small retreat & conference center, rental of
space to other religious communities, office space, spiritual bed & breakfast, Province Development Office; (b)
Louisville as a small retreat & conference center, rental of space to other religious communities, office space,
spiritual bed & breakfast; (c) Detroit as an adjunct facility for Retreat Center use].
Province Vocation Ministry continues to be challenging for those formally involved. The time commitment
demanded from these already busy Province members, the lack of immediate tangible results (i.e. numbers),
and the loss of a popular “culture of vocations” among Church-goers tend to make their task seem
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overwhelming. These discouraging factors, however, present all the Province members with the obligation
and the opportunity not only to affirm the work of the Province Vocation Office and the Province Vocation
Advisory Council (PVAC), but also to join with it. These factors call the membership to involve themselves
with PVAC and its task force in its efforts to formulate a new strategic plan for vocation ministry. The
members must seize the opportunity to become actively involved in setting goals, objectives, and action plans
to do effective vocational ministry. As a help to the Province Vocation Office and PVAC, we recommend an
evaluation of our vocation plans and program by an outside professional resource.
We need to provide leadership training for local community and Provincial life. The current diversity of
membership and locales in Holy Cross Province demands it. We need to encourage younger members of the
Province to cultivate their talents and accept leadership roles in the community.
Desired Future: A Diverse and Energetic Community

Basic to our future is creative fidelity to our Passionist Charism, our Mission in the Church and World within
the context of a life of high quality (prayer, dialogue, mutual support, public witness, hospitality, leadership,
social justice). Financial stability and responsible stewardship are critical for members to live a life of high
quality --- a focused, fruitful, and fulfilling life of shared faith, prayer and ministry.

A constant and consistent surfacing of good quality vocational candidates from varied ethnic and cultural
backgrounds is vital to the community. The vowed and lay members of the Province will develop a variety of
defined and compatible life models between them. Within the Province all members, lay and vowed, will
foster an appreciation of ethnic and theological diversity, the Province itself becoming a comfortable creative
zone for diverse ethnic and cultural exchange. The entire membership, both vowed and lay, will foster and
encourage the preparation and training for leadership such a future community demands. They will draw
special attention to the leadership of younger vowed members.

The recommendations of the Committee on Community Life, found in Chapter 6, are focused on the actions
we should take to ensure quality of community life in appropriate facilities, and to ensure the ongoing vitality
of our vocation efforts.
Quality of Vowed Community Life
We assert that the Community Life of the vowed members is fundamental to the life of the Province.
The quality of our life is critical for us to continue and flourish. Marks of the “quality of our
community life” include:
• fidelity to the Charism
• leadership
• mutual presence, respect and support for each other
• dynamic prayer life
• faith-sharing
• compassion
• healthy human development and spiritual growth
• a contemplative stance towards thought, society, and creation
• public witness
• hospitality

The quality of our life is also one of simplicity and frugality, with a common responsibility for the
goods of the world. This is the legacy given us by our Founder, St. Paul of the Cross.

Therefore, we recommend that:
 The communities enhance the quality of their life by our Rules and Constitutions, the
Covenant process, and by the use of experts in various aspects of community life.
 Province leadership provide training for future local leaders, as well as training and support
for present local leaders.
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The Province conduct a “Cultural Audit” to integrate present and future ethnic and
theological diversity, as well as to identify our relationship to our mainstream culture
(produced by the Center for the Study of Religious Life)
The Province sponsor an ongoing educational program on the reality of “aging”,
“retirement”, and “a Spirituality of Retirement”
The Province should hold an Assembly of the vowed members to discuss critical issues
regarding vowed life

Superior General’s Letter of Feb. 2015
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Provincial’s Report to the June 2019 Provincial Chapter
2) THE CHANGES AND CHALLENGES WE HAVE SEEN:
Vowed Community Life:
The challenges of community life will always be with us. As no individual is ever perfect, so no community is ever
ideal. When we look at vowed community life, numbers are fewer in almost all communities, but in many cases the
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demands have remained the same. Many of the vowed have more than one responsibility, some three or more. This
makes for a much more challenging community living condition.
We have seven vowed communities. Can we find seven local superiors…when some of our present superiors are in
their 80’s or will soon be? Should we close a community, or can we envision a new local Passionist presence with
both vowed and lay members? What criterion do we have for closing a Passionist community presence or ministry
… or possibly envisioning a new community presence or ministry?
As the current communities of vowed members age and decrease in membership, three communities will have
financial challenges and will likely depend on the Province to help cover their annual operating deficits, much less
their capital repairs. Their meager reserve accounts will have run out. Can the Province ask other communities to
“twin” with another community, helping them by sharing their reserve funds? Currently, four local communities are
“blessed” by their association with a retreat center as ministry stipends and lease agreements often make significant
financial contributions to community life.
Also, our vowed community life has been enriched and challenged by vowed Passionists from other areas of the
Congregation. We have seven Passionists “on loan” to Holy Cross Province, ministering in key Province positions.
We are deeply grateful to them and to their provinces / regions for allowing them to minister with us. No doubt,
there are also challenges in ministering in a different culture. I know from my nine-year ministry in India that the
challenge of inculturation and ministry in a new culture can be difficult. To let go of the ways we do things in our
home country, from what we eat, from how we pray and minister – that was most difficult for me. Culture is part of
our identity, allowing us to feel at home. Thus, the challenge to serve in another culture as these seven Passionists
have done is a learning experience requiring patience, sacrifice and openness for everyone. We are most grateful to
the men that serve in our Province and the sacrifices they have made to serve God’s people. This is truly a “grace”
of membership in an international congregation like ours.
4) COMMUNITY LIFE:
Vowed and Laity: is an experience of community life possible?
Questions arise: Where can the lives of the vowed and laity meet to bring forth a new concept of a community that
offers a new sense of life, one where there is a certain level of interacting and praying together? As lay and vowed
collaborate in ministry, how can we journey together to enrich our interconnected spiritual lives so that Passionist
Community life remains a constitutive element of our Charism and ministry? Though our Passionist Mission is our
first priority, our community life is both integral and a constitutive element of the effectiveness of our mission.
Community life entails celebrations of Passionist feasts and milestones, shared liturgical prayer and other spiritual
exercises, coming together often for meals and the details of common life, and healthy relationships that inspire and
challenge each other to be faithful to our Passionist Charism. These aspects of community life can regularly be
shared by the lay and vowed members of the Passionist Family.
For both the vowed and lay there is an ongoing need for formation in our Passionist Charism. The Province Office of
Mission Effectiveness (OME) will continue to focus on the increasing need for depth in personal understanding and
growth in our Passionist Charism, for both the lay and the vowed.
Vowed Passionists in Community:
Our General Superior, Fr. Joachim Rego, C.P., has repeatedly reached out to the Congregation with thoughtful
encouragements and challenges regarding community life. A few years ago during provincial visitation, I reviewed
two of his letters to all members of the Congregation: one on community life and the other on personal finance. Both
remain timely and important.
Leadership continues to be an important issue, both now and in the future, and at both the provincial and local
levels. At the provincial level we have the challenge of many different positions / responsibilities for which qualified
members are needed. At local level we need local superiors who will actively engage the community in forming a
healthy and prayerful life style, healthy interpersonal relationships and the ability to see community in light of
increasing collaboration with the laity.
One of the issues that arose at the recent General Chapter is at what point does a Province cease to be a Province and
become a Vice-Province, or even a Vicariate or a mission? It may come down to membership numbers, but also it
may be that the province no longer has qualified members for leadership positions, or individuals for specific
responsibilities like novice master, formation director, vocation director, etc. Such challenges are being faced in
other parts of the Congregation.
Our community life is to be a shared presence in prayer, administration and celebration. As we become smaller in
number and remain quite busy, the need becomes stronger for a common commitment to a community calendar with
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a long-range schedule of events regarding Passionist religious and civic celebrations, community meetings, shared
responsibilities, etc.
As we age as vowed members, both young and old, we are encouraged to be ever more attentive to our health and
well-being. The Province Health and Aging Advisory Board (PHAAB) has been instrumental and supportive as the
Province experiences aging, especially for our senior religious. The members of PHAAB are helping us see what is
possible for those that are older, in order to live safely and “age in place” in the communities in which they currently
live. They are also trying to reach out to those who are relatively younger to maintain a healthier life. We are deeply
grateful to PHAAB for their interest, expertise and practical advice.
Local community finances will continue to be a significant concern for the Province, due to fewer religious engaged
in full time ministry, more of our men serving part-time in ministry or being completely retired. The Province has
been blessed with very generous benefactors and a positive return on our investment portfolio. However, both of
these income sources cannot be taken for granted…they are true blessings that God has provided for us at this time.
Community life will be less than ideal. The quality of community life cannot be legislated through enactments or
recommendations or covenants; it is lived at the local level by human beings. Important will be leadership and the
individual member’s capacity for tolerance and the ability to see, affirm and celebrate the good in others. Local
leadership is important, but the individual member’s efforts to cultivate community are fundamental to the vitality of
the community. Everyone must do their part. We each are to use the special grace of our Passionist vocation to see
what God sees in our brother in community, and thus respond as God would have us respond. As mentioned above,
an individual’s commitment to an agreed upon community calendar can be a strong element of our life together,
including those times where laity could be invited to participate in special aspects of community life. Such
collaboration takes planning and commitment, prioritizing such community events rather than personal outside
commitments.
Caring for our Religious:
Both Sacred Heart Passionist Community in Louisville and PHAAB continue to play a major role in the care of our
religious. As vowed members continue to age, we are encouraged to be informed and proactive regarding our health
and the opportunities available to optimize our health. With the encouragement and efforts of PHAAB, we are
grateful for the “Welcome”/Senior Care Booklet recently published on life at Sacred Heart, the Province Health
Care Plan, the Wellness Review and the other professional resources now available to Province membership.
The question facing those with physical or mental challenges is “How can my local community help me be safe and
have the time and talent to attend to my changing needs?” My suggestion: ask them. There are also opportunities to
“age in place” - staying in our local communities - but with some necessary adjustments. Which adjustments? I
again would suggest asking the local community members or superior.
We want the best care for our senior religious and those needing assistance, no matter where they are assigned.
However, we must be realistic and honest on the part of the individual member and the on the part of the
community. When is it time to decide to move to Sacred Heart Community for an individual to receive the care he
needs, where his needs are too much for the local community to care for? This is no small matter, for the safety of
the member himself, or his community.
Again, we thank the members of PHAAB and the excellent support they are to all of us religious, young and old
alike. We particularly want to thank the local superior at Sacred Heart, John Monzyk, C.P., and Director of Assisted
Living Kurt Wernert, C.P., and the entire staff at Sacred Heart for their excellent leadership in the care they provide
our members.
6) THE CHALLENGES FOR THE NEXT PROVINCIAL AND COUNCIL:
b) The Provincial Council will likely be called upon to help develop an integrated Passionist community
life / presence with laity who is very active in our ministry. Dialogue, prayer, common celebrations and ongoing
formation will be critical. This likely means guiding the transition from a traditional vowed community presence to
a more fluid presence with laity in our current seven Passionist communities.
c) When evaluating our different communities and ministries, can we continue all seven of our
communities and all of our ministries? What is the criterion for continuing our presence in a place or ministry? How
is laity included in this decision making or how can they allow us to continue our presence / ministry in a certain
place or even start one?
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